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ABSTRACT: Intensity consensus forecasts can provide skillful overall guidance for intensity forecasting at the Joint Ty-
phoon Warning Center as they provide among the lowest mean absolute errors; however, these forecasts are far less useful
for periods of rapid intensification (RI) as guidance provided is generally low biased. One way to address this issue is to
construct a consensus that also includes deterministic RI forecast guidance in order to increase intensification rates during
RI. While this approach increases skill and eliminates some bias, consensus forecasts from this approach generally remain
low biased during RI events. Another approach is to construct a consensus forecast using an equally weighted average of
deterministic RI forecasts. This yields a forecast that is generally among the top performing RI guidance, but suffers from
false alarms and a high bias due to those false alarms. Neither approach described here is a prescription for forecast suc-
cess, but both have qualities that merit consideration for operational centers tasked with the difficult task of RI prediction.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: Forecasters at the Joint Typhoon Warning Center are required to make intensity
forecasts every watch. Skillful guidance is available to make these forecasts, yielding lower mean absolute errors and
biases; however, errors are higher for tropical cyclones either undergoing rapid intensification or with the potential to
do so. This effort is an attempt to mitigate higher errors associated with rapid intensification forecasts using existing
guidance and consensus techniques. Resultant rapid intensification guidance can be used to reduce operational forecast
intensity forecast errors and provide advanced warning to customers for these difficult cases.

KEYWORDS: Forecast verification/skill; Forecasting techniques; Operational forecasting; Postprocessing

1. Introduction

The Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC; see appendix A
for acronyms used within this work) in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, is
tasked with forecasting tropical cyclone (TC) track, intensity,
and wind radii for the United States west of 1808 in the Northern
Hemisphere and for the entire Pacific and Indian Oceans in
the Southern Hemisphere, commonly referred to as JTWC’s
Area of Responsibility or AOR. Overall, JTWC intensity
forecast errors have been improving in the last 20 years (Francis
and Strahl 2022; JTWC 2021), with seasonal mean absolute in-
tensity errors at longer forecast periods (e.g., 72 h) dropping
from approximately 20 kt (1 kt ’ 0.51 m s21; knots are used
for the remainder of this work because they are the opera-
tional unit reported by JTWC) to approximately 15 kt. For

the shorter forecasts (e.g., 24 h) the trend is more subtle, aver-
aging just over 10 kt in the 2000s and under 10 kt in the 2010s
and 2020s.

Reduced mean absolute intensity forecast errors are a suc-
cess story for the entire TC community and should be com-
mended; however, issues remain. Individual forecasts can
have errors in excess of 30 kt, even at 24-h lead times. Many
of these larger error forecasts occur during TC rapid intensifi-
cation (RI). These are not only some of the largest intensity
errors in operations, they also represent some of the more im-
portant forecasts as they could result in preparedness and
ship-routing issues that leave people and assets in dangerous
locations.

The TC research community devoted significant effort ad-
dressing RI forecasts for the last 20 years, and JTWC has seen
some gains (Knaff et al. 2020). Numerical weather prediction
efforts (e.g., the U.S. Navy’s Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere
Mesoscale Prediction System for Tropical Cyclones or
COAMPS-TC, see Doyle et al. 2014); and the Hurricane
Weather Research and Forecast (HWRF) Model (see Biswas
et al. 2018) have recently led to RI forecast improvements us-
ing metrics such as Peirce scores (also called Peirce skill
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scores; Peirce 1884; Manzato 2007; Ebert and Milne 2022) and
threat scores (Wilks 2006). JTWC also has access to determin-
istic forecasts from algorithms designed specifically to address
RI prediction. These include the Rapid Intensity Prediction
Aid (RIPA; Knaff et al. 2018, 2020), the Forest-based Rapid
Intensification Aid (FRIA; Slocum 2021), the Rapid Intensifi-
cation Deterministic Ensemble (RIDE; Knaff et al. 2023), a
deterministic algorithm based on the Deterministic To Proba-
bilistic Statistical Model (DTOPS; DeMaria et al. 2021) con-
verted to run in JTWC basins on the Automated Tropical
Cyclone Forecast System (ATCF; Sampson and Schrader
2000), a deterministic forecast based on the COAMPS-TC
Ensemble (Komaromi et al. 2021), and a deterministic algo-
rithm based on the Coupled Hurricane Intensity Prediction
System (CHIPS Ensemble; Emanuel et al. 2004). As a result,
JTWC’s TC intensity forecasts have shown slow and steady
improvement from 2018 to 2021 (Zhang et al. 2022). How-
ever, glaring issues still exist for individual cases (Francis and
Strahl 2022) and so efforts to improve RI forecasting need to
continue. The effort described here is one attempt to do so.

The purpose of this work is to develop skillful deterministic
consensus approaches to assist JTWC operational forecasters
in RI forecasting, noting that JTWC intensity forecasts are de-
terministic even though many RI aids are developed as proba-
bilistic. The first approach is to construct a consensus based
solely on the six deterministic RI algorithms to investigate
whether independence can improve RI skill scores as it does
intensity forecast means (see Sampson et al. 2008 for discus-
sion of independence in intensity forecasts). The second ap-
proach involves adding deterministic RI forecasts to the
existing operational consensus in an attempt to improve
Peirce scores and remove negative biases apparent during RI
events. In section 2 we review four previously documented
deterministic RI forecast algorithms and introduce two RI al-
gorithms constructed from existing ensembles as examples of
relatively simple ways to construct deterministic RI forecasts.
We then freeze the algorithms and consensus algorithms, so
they can be tested on independent data. In section 3 we run
our deterministic RI forecasts and consensus on 2021 and
2022 TCs in JTWC AOR as independent data and evaluate
results. In section 4, we discuss potential use and improve-
ment of the newly developed consensus forecasts along with
follow-on efforts that would likely improve both the guidance
and operational forecasts of RI.

2. Data and methods

a. Forecast guidance

As most NWP models require one forecast cycle (a 6-h period)
to complete their forecast, the resultant forecast tracks and
intensities produced by a tracker algorithm (Marchok 2021)
are “late” for the current operational forecast, and thus post-
processed or “interpolated” to the current operational fore-
cast time using current TC conditions (Goerss and Sampson
2014). These 6-h late forecasts are assigned an “I” as the last
character of the four-character ATCF identifier and are
called “early” models as they are the deterministic forecasts

available in time for the current operational forecast. For
example, the early HWRF forecast is HWFI, which is a modi-
fication of its “late” model identifier (HWRF). One other
aspect of the “interpolated” forecasts is that there is an option
to gradually eliminate or “phase out” the difference between
the initial intensity specified by the forecaster and model over
time with linear interpolation. For COAMPS-TC (CTCI), the
phase out time is set at 36 h. For HWFI (used in many fore-
casts discussed below) there is no phase out time. And for
HHFI (HWRF again), the phase out time is 18 h so the evalu-
ations discussed herein (at 24 h and beyond) are based on
model intensity change from the forecaster initial intensity.
NWP model phase out times are periodically adjusted based
on postseason analysis or test datasets.

Other models can be run directly on the ATCF as they re-
quire less computational resources than the NWP models dis-
cussed above. These include the RI, statistical–dynamical, and
consensus forecast algorithms. These are also considered
“early” models as they are run immediately after the current
track position, intensity, central pressure and wind radii are
specified and immediately prior to when the JTWC forecast is
initiated.

Real-time runs for these forecast algorithms are all avail-
able in the JTWC or NHC ATCF “aids” or “adeck” files.
Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction Scheme (SHIPS;
DeMaria et al. 2005) diagnostics files are archived on the
ATCF, as are the best tracks. The 2021 and 2022 seasons were
cordoned off as independent data, whereas development data
vary for the different algorithms. The JTWC version of
DTOPS used in this effort, hereinafter called “DTOP” as
they are labeled in the ATCF adeck, are reruns using solely
ATCF data from JTWC.

b. Evaluation metrics

Choice of metrics to measure RI performance varies, and
there is likely no perfect single metric that suffices for the al-
gorithms discussed below. Peirce scores are chosen over
threat scores because they are well suited for rare events (e.g.,
Ebert and Milne 2022), and RI is a relatively rare but opera-
tionally significant event. An example highlighting issues us-
ing data from our independent sample evaluated in Fig. 1 and
Table 1 follows. Using standard definitions for contingency
table entries (hits, false alarms, misses, and correct negatives,
represented by a, b, c, and d, respectively), the commonly
used threat score 5 a/(a 1 b 1 c) and rare-event Peirce
score 5 (ad 2 bc)/[(a 1 c)(b 1 d)] for the algorithm RICN
(discussed below), and the RI threshold of 30 kt (24 h)21

yields a 5 73, b 5 114, c 5 54, d 5 1399, threat score 5 0.3,
and Peirce score 5 0.5. If we set d 5 200 while keeping the
other values in the contingency table constant [this fictitious
case is for an event that would not be considered rare since
the number of RI events (a 1 c) is 127 and the number
of nonevents (b 1 d) is 314], we get a 5 73, b 5 114, c 5 54,
d 5 200, threat score 5 0.3, and Peirce score 5 0.21. So while
the threat score remains constant for different values of d the
Peirce score does not and is dependent on the entire contin-
gency table.
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Peirce score is the primary metric used in this work, but
other metrics are considered. These include hit rate, false
alarm rate, mean absolute errors, mean bias, and availability.
Many of these metrics can be optimized by degrading others.
for example, it is relatively easy to increase hit rate by sacrific-
ing availability. But reducing availability likely decreases the
number of forecasts prior to an RI event. These precursor
forecasts do not verify as hits but are likely useful in opera-
tions. The authors present these metrics but acknowledge that
there is no ideal single metric. The one metric that comes clos-
est to being ideal is Peirce Score (Ebert and Milne 2022).

c. Deterministic RI guidance

RIPA is the first RI algorithm developed specifically for
JTWC’s AOR. Based on the earlier work of Kaplan et al.
(2015) and prior efforts for the Atlantic and eastern North Pa-
cific basins, RIPA uses current TC information (e.g., intensity
and intensity change), atmospheric diagnostic information

along the TC track from either the Navy Global Environmen-
tal Model (NAVGEM; Hogan et al. 2014) or NOAA Global
Forecast System (GFS 2021) computed from SHIPS, infrared
temperatures in the vicinity of the TC from geostationary sat-
ellites such as Himawari-8 and Himawari-9, and ocean heat
content (Sampson et al. 2022) from the Naval Coupled Ocean
Data Assimilation System (NCODA; Cummings 2005). Two
statistical methods, linear discriminant analysis and logistic
regression, are combined to create probabilistic forecasts for
seven intensification thresholds including 25-, 30-, 35-, and 40-kt
changes in 24 h; 45- and 55-kt changes in 36 h; and 55- and 70-kt
changes in 48 h (RI25, RI30, RI40, RI45, RI55, RI56, and RI70,
respectively). These two sets of forecast probabilities are then
averaged, and that average is used to prescribe deterministic
forecasts. The deterministic forecasts are equal to the intensifi-
cation thresholds (RI25, RI30, RI35, RI40, RI45, RI55, RI56,
and RI70) once the average probability reaches 40%. If two
or more thresholds are reached, the highest intensification rate
available is prescribed to the deterministic forecast. The terms
“trigger” and “triggered” refer to cases when RI probabilities
reach prescribed thresholds, and a deterministic forecast is gen-
erated. RIPA was introduced in 2018 and is among the best per-
formers at predicting RI30. RI30 is highlighted throughout this
work as it is one of the most discussed metrics in RI. RI30 also
has an extra benefit in that it provides the most cases for evalua-
tion of relatively rare RI events (Fig. 1). Even so, the number of
cases even for RI30, the most common of our RI rates, is small
and the development and analysis of performance within this
effort is done with this in mind.

FRIA (Slocum 2021) makes use of the same TC, atmo-
spheric diagnostic information, IR temperatures, and ocean
heat content as RIPA but avoids use of intensity maximums
used in RIPA. FRIA also applies random forest classification
instead of the two classification methods used in RIPA. FRIA
employs 100 trees per forest, which means that it generates an
ensemble of 100 yes/no forecasts to compute its probabilities.
Those probabilities are then applied as in RIPA, using 40%

FIG. 1. Peirce score for RI30 through time for JTWC, NWPmodels (COAMPS-TC and HWRF
deterministic early models CTCI and HWFI), the deterministic RI forecasts (RIPA, FRIA, CTR1,
CHR4, RIDE, and DTOP), and an RI consensus or average of two or more deterministic RI fore-
casts (RICN). The number of actual RI cases for each year is listed at the top of the graph.

TABLE 1. Hit rate and false alarm rate (separated by a slash) for
the 2021 and 2022 western North Pacific, northern Indian Ocean,
and Southern Hemisphere seasons. RI30 is 30 kt (24 h)21, RI45 is
45 kt (36 h)21, and RI56 is 55 kt (48 h)21. The number of observed
RI cases is in parentheses. Here, ID indicates identifer (e.g., CHR4).

ATCF ID RI30 (127) RI45 (47) RI56 (42)

JTWC 22.8/50 19.1/55 23.8/50
CHR4 27.6/59.8 27.7/66.7 11.9/79.2
CTR1 37/71.3 36.2/71.2 23.8/71.4
HHFI 27.6/62 23.8/70.3 21.4/66.7
FRIA 33.1/63.8 42.6/61.5 38.1/61.9
RIPA 44.9/63.5 53.2/68.8 50/57.1
RIDE 22.8/46.3 23.4/50 16.7/53.3
DTOP 54.3/57.9 48.9/47.7 38.1/36
RICN 57.5/61 46.8/63.9 38.1/33.3
ICNC 5.6/36.4 5.6/25 4.3/33.3
ICNE 18.1/46.5 19.1/59.1 14.3/62.5
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to trigger deterministic forecasts of RI. FRIA has been in op-
erations at JTWC since 2021 with respectable Peirce scores
for RI30 (Fig. 1), and it retains some independence from
RIPA with routine differences of approximately 20% in RI
probabilities for individual cases.

DTOPS (DeMaria et al. 2021) was developed for the Na-
tional Hurricane Center (NHC) basins starting about 2015.
NHC DTOPS applies binomial logistic regression to deter-
ministic model forecasts, along with basic vortex and geo-
graphic parameters, to produce a probabilistic forecast of RI.
NHC DTOPS uses AVNI (“early” GFS forecast), HWFI (the
early HWRF forecast), LGEM (Logistic Growth Equation
Model; DeMaria 2009), and SHIPS intensity forecasts, EMXI
(the early European Center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts global model) central pressure forecasts, initial TC
intensity, latitude, and statistically combined values of these
parameters. The version developed for JTWC basins (DTOP;
Fig. 1) is similar, using AVNI, DSHA and LGEA (versions of
SHIPS and LGEM that employ GFS tracks and atmospheric
environmental parameters), HWFI, and EMXI wind speed in-
tensities. The EMXI intensities are converted to TC central
pressure using regression from Knaff and Zehr (2007) as cen-
tral pressure is not reported in EMXI for JTWC basins in the
ATCF files. DTOP, like many other RI forecast algorithms,
was developed to provide probabilities. For a deterministic al-
gorithm, the authors prescribed a 40% threshold like other al-
gorithms used in this work. Performance on independent data
from 2021 and 2022 seasons indicates that it is a top performer
at predicting RI30 (Fig. 1).

RIDE (Knaff et al. 2023) uses intensity forecast output
from seven deterministic models that were routinely available
(and skillful) from 2018 to 2020: one statistical model}
the Trajectory Climatology and Persistence Model (TCLP;
DeMaria 2009; DeMaria et al. 2021), two early global model
forecasts (AVNI and NVGI, the early model forecast from
NAVGEM), two early mesoscale NWP model forecasts
(CTCI and HWFI), and the two statistical–dynamical model
forecasts (DSHA and LGEA). RIDE generates probabilities
and deterministic RI forecasts with 40% thresholds as dis-
cussed in Knaff et al. (2023). As with DTOP, all of the guid-
ance is found consistently in the ATCF at JTWC as RIDE is
dependent on most being available for every operational fore-
cast. Peirce scores for RI30 are not as high for RIDE as they
are for RIPA and DTOP, as RIDE suffers from conserva-
tively forecasting RI (see number of cases and mean bias in
Fig. 2). However, this also indicates that RIDE has fewer false
alarms and likely independence from other RI algorithms. In-
dependence is a key attribute for improved performance in
forming a consensus (Sampson et al. 2008).

CTR1 is a deterministic RI algorithm developed from the
COAMPS-TC Ensemble. Development of CTR1 was done
prior to the 2021 season and is described in appendix B. An
effort was made to avoid fine tuning as the development data-
set is small and the ensemble used as input to this algorithm
changes each year as the COAMPS-TC and its ensemble
evolve. Processing reruns prior to 2021 season indicated that
using an equally weighted average of one or more forecasts
exhibiting RI30 (only select and average forecasts that exhibit

FIG. 2. (top) Mean absolute error, (middle) mean bias, and
(bottom) number of cases for JTWC, CHIPS, the COAMPS-TC
and HWRF deterministic early models (CHII, CTCI, and HHFI,
respectively), the deterministic RI forecasts (RIPA, FRIA, CTR1,
CHR4, RIDE, and DTOP), and an RI consensus that is the aver-
age of two or more deterministic RI forecasts (RICN) for indepen-
dent data from JTWC for the 2021 and 2022 seasons. Blue, orange,
and gray indicate forecasts of RI30, RI45, and RI56 events, respec-
tively. Cases are limited to head-to-head comparisons with RICN.
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RI of 30 kt per 24 h) in the deterministic algorithm gave
skillful results, so this was implemented for the 2021 and 2022
seasons. Since then, the COAMPS-TC Ensemble has been
upgraded, and processing reruns from 2021 indicate that a
consensus of two or more forecasts now yields performance
comparable to that of using just one. Starting in 2023, the min-
imum number of ensemble members required to surpass RI30
to trigger this deterministic forecast is two. Peirce scores for
CTR1 (Fig. 1) are reasonably high and marginally higher than
those of the COAMPS-TC deterministic early model (CTCI).

CHR4 is a deterministic RI algorithm developed from the
CHIPS Ensemble. As with CTR1, development for CHR4
was done prior to the 2021 Northern Hemisphere summer
season and is described in appendix C. The number of ensem-
ble members to provide an optimal deterministic RI forecast
using Peirce scores and biases was not readily apparent, but it
was clear that using an average of ensemble members exceed-
ing RI thresholds provided forecasts that were extremely high
biased. The authors elected to assign RI rates to account for
high biases, and to therefore select a minimum of four ensem-
ble members exceeding thresholds to trigger forecasts (e.g., a
deterministic RI forecast of 30 kt in 24 h is provided when
four or more ensemble members exceed 30 kt in 24 h). As
with CTR1, tuning was avoided. Still, with little effort and lit-
tle tuning, the deterministic RI forecast is shown to be skillful
as demonstrated by Peirce scores (Fig. 1).

3. Consensus results

There are many ways to form a deterministic consensus us-
ing deterministic RI forecasts and we explore two simple con-
structs in this work: 1) form a consensus (an unweighted
average of two or more forecasts) from only the deterministic
RI forecasts and 2) form a consensus of the intensity forecasts
that are routinely available (e.g., Sampson et al. 2008) includ-
ing the deterministic RI forecasts when they are available.

a. RICN

The consensus of deterministic RI forecasts discussed above
we name the RI Consensus (RICN):

RICN 5 (RIPA 1 FRIA 1 CTR1 1 CHR4 1 RIDE 1 DTOP)/N,

where N represents the number of intensity forecasts avail-
able at the given forecast time, up to the maximum of six
when all forecasts are present. RICN performance is shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 along with its individual members. Peirce scores
for this limited independent dataset indicate that RICN is
among the top performers at RI30, and retains high availability
that is desirable for operational forecasting (Fig. 2). Figure 2
also shows much of the RI guidance has large (15 kt and
greater) mean absolute errors for these cases as compared
with errors for the entire dataset that are about 5 kt lower.
Biases for the deterministic RI forecasts are generally posi-
tive, reflecting the high number of false alarms for predicted
RI events. The NWP models and JTWC also have elevated
mean absolute errors for these difficult potential RI cases, but
negative biases that indicate under forecasting of RI events.

Biases are a concern in general, but positive bias for deter-
ministic RI forecasts are an artifact of the high false alarm
rates (e.g., predicting RI30 when no RI occurs). Note that RI
algorithms with higher hit rate in Table 1 (FRIA, RIPA,
DTOP, and RICN) also have high Peirce scores (Fig. 1).
RIDE has small bias, relatively low false alarm rate, but also
lower hit rate. Operational forecasters at the JTWC excel in
terms of mean absolute error and bias, but have lower Peirce
scores than the top deterministic RI algorithms.

b. ICNE

The second method discussed in this work is intended to
serve as a consistently available consensus (ICNE). This is un-
like RICN, which only runs when two or more deterministic
RI forecasts are available. ICNE contains the same routinely
available skillful forecasts as the consensus without determin-
istic RI forecasts (ICNC), but replaces and adds deterministic
RI forecasts when those are available. The intent of doing
so is to raise intensity consensus forecasts, which are low
(negatively) biased during RI events, toward more realistic
RI rates. For example, the two deterministic RI forecasts
based on SHIPS (RIPA and FRIA) replace the two SHIPS
forecasts (DSHA and DSHN, which is like DSHA but relies
on NAVGEM instead of GFS) when the deterministic RI
forecasts are triggered. Likewise, the deterministic RI fore-
cast based on the COAMPS-TC Ensemble (CTR1) replaces
CTCI when triggered. For the other deterministic RI forecasts
there is no direct replacement, so those forecasts are just
added to the consensus forecast. Consensus forecasts are com-
puted when two or more member forecasts exist, and the two
specified above can be summarized as follows:

ICNE 5 [(RIPA or DSHA) 1 (FRIA or DSHN)
1 (CTR1 or CTCI) 1 AVNI 1 HHFI

1 RIDE 1 CHR4 1 DTOP]/N and

ICNC 5 (DSHA 1 DSHN 1 CTCI 1 AVNI 1 HHFI)/N,

where N represents the number of intensity forecasts avail-
able at the given forecast time, up to the maximum of eight
for ICNE and five for ICNC when all forecasts are present for
the synoptic time (0000, 0600, 1200, 1800 UTC), and the “or”
designates that the forecast right of “or” is used when the
forecast left of “or” is unavailable. ICNC can serve as a base-
line for ICNE in our work since it has no deterministic RI
forecasts.

The consensus with deterministic RI forecasts (ICNE) and
without (ICNC) were recomputed for the entire 2021 and
2022 JTWC seasons using real-time processing and results in-
dicate overall similar performance, which is expected as the
RI cases are only a small percentage of the entire set of fore-
casts. However, addition of the deterministic RI forecasts
does increase the hit rates and false alarm rates for RI30,
RI45, and RI56 (Table 1) and the Peirce scores (not shown)
from approximately 0.05 to 0.15. The ICNE Peirce scores are
also similar to the JTWC Peirce scores.
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Evaluation of differences in consensus forecasts when one
or more of the deterministic RI forecasts is available (i.e.,
when the ICNC and ICNE differ since now at least one deter-
ministic RI forecast is added to the ICNE consensus) is shown
in Fig. 3. The mean errors of the intensity consensus forecasts
and JTWC forecasts are similar for these cases, but the biases
for the consensus with deterministic RI forecasts (ICNE) are
significantly closer to zero (one-tailed t-test; Wilks 2006) at
24, 36, 48, and 72 h than biases for the consensus without
(ICNC). Since the long-term goal is to reduce errors and
biases in RI forecasts to near those of seasonal averages, the
small improvements seen here are only a step in the right di-
rection with plenty of room for improvement.

4. Summary and discussion of future work

This work describes and evaluates six deterministic RI fore-
cast algorithms specifically designed for use in operational
forecasting, all of which are operationally run on the ATCF at
JTWC. The six deterministic RI forecasts are disparate in
their construction and performance, yet all provided some
skill as measured by Peirce scores in independent evaluation
of the 2021 and 2022 JTWC seasons. Two different methods
for combining these new deterministic forecasts into a consen-
sus were then developed and evaluated. Neither is optimal for
forecasters, but each has benefit over what is currently avail-
able. The RI CoNsensus (RICN) is among the top performing
guidance for RI, and has reasonably high availability. It suf-
fers from false alarms and related positive intensity forecast

bias. The intensity consensus that includes six deterministic
RI forecasts (ICNE) provides performance similar to that of
the intensity consensus without (ICNC) in terms of mean er-
rors, but provides forecasts with approximately 5 kt less nega-
tive bias. ICNE performance measured by Peirce scores is
below that of top-performing deterministic RI forecasts (e.g.,
DTOP, RIPA, FRIA) and the deterministic RI consensus
(RICN), so operational forecast challenges remain (e.g., an
operational forecaster cannot blindly select one of these fore-
casts to use in all cases).

On the bright side, development of RI forecast guidance
will continue, and the methodology employed here requires
little effort to adjust to updated guidance. The authors re-
frained from tuning deterministic RI forecast guidance and
consensus to the dataset (e.g., defining the RI rates to be the
RI rates found in the best tracks) in an effort to limit effects of
model upgrades and changes on performance. This approach to
addressing model upgrades was tested earlier this year when
the HWRF was replaced by the Hurricane Forecast Analysis
System (HAFS; Alaka et al. 2022). As of this writing, the RI
guidance is still performing well with HAFS substituted for
HWRF. A further benefit is that forecasters will be better able
to understand and use algorithms developed.

The authors are also optimistic about the future of RI fore-
casting. There are many statistical efforts to develop better
performing RI forecast guidance, employing machine learn-
ing, higher resolution shear products, satellite data, and more.
NWP model ensembles continue to improve (e.g., Komaromi
et al. 2021), and new deterministic NWP models such as HAFS

FIG. 3. Mean absolute forecast error (kt) and bias (kt) for consensus and JTWC forecasts
when at least one deterministic RI forecast is available. Data are from the 2021 and 2022 western
North Pacific, northern Indian Ocean, and Southern Hemisphere seasons. Numbers of cases are
454, 448, 319, 269, 183, 96, and 68 for 12, 24, 36, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h, respectively.
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will continue to have direct impact on our ability to predict RI.
There is still a requirement for more independent and skillful RI
forecast methods, and as these become available and existing
methods progress, the consensus methods described in this work
will improve. For example, with many skillful RI forecasts in the
future, the thresholds to trigger RI could be raised to minimize
false alarms. Although raising the thresholds would degrade
Peirce scores for individual deterministic RI forecast algorithms,
consensus Peirce scores may improve.

Detection of RI events should also improve. New TC-specific
wind speed algorithms such as those based on Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR; Mouche et al. 2019; Jackson et al. 2021), Soil Mois-
ture Active Passive (SMAP; Meissner et al. 2021), Soil Moisture
Operational Sensor (SMOS; Reul et al. 2017), and Advanced
Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR; e.g., Meissner et al.
2021; Alsweiss et al. 2023) have enhanced JTWC capabilities to
estimate high winds near the TC core (Howell et al. 2022). The
Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR; Sapp et al.
2019) and aircraft observations commonly used in the Atlantic
do not directly impact the JTWC basins, but are absolutely es-
sential for ground truth matchups of the remotely sensed data.
As these Atlantic Ocean observation platforms improve, so
will the remotely sensed algorithms. Also, the future will bring
more advanced sensing capabilities such as those discussed in
Knaff et al. (2021) and Hauser et al. (2023), enabling more fre-
quent and hopefully more accurate detection of inner core
winds critical for development, forecasting, and evaluation of
RI forecast guidance.
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APPENDIX A

List of Acronyms

a, b, c, d Hits, misses, false alarms, and correct nega-
tives, respectively

AMSR Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer
AOR Area of Responsibility
ATCF Automated Tropical Cyclone Forecast System

AVNI GFS forecast track and intensity, early model
CHII CHIPS early model (interpolated)
CHIPS Coupled Hurricane Intensity Prediction System
CHR4 Deterministic RI forecast based on CHIPS

Ensemble
COAMPS-TC Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Mesoscale

Prediction System for Tropical Cyclones
CTCI COAMPS-TC forecast track and intensity,

early model
CTCX COAMPS-TC forecast track and intensity,

late model
CTR1 Deterministic RI forecast based on

COAMPS-TC Ensemble
DSHA SHIPS intensity model, GFS model fields
DSHN SHIPS intensity model, NAVGEMmodel

fields
DTOP JTWC version of DTOPS
DTOPS Deterministic To Probabilistic Statistical

Model
EMXI ECMWF forecast track and intensity, early

model
FRIA Forest-based Rapid Intensification Aid
GFS Global Forecast System (National Weather

Service)
HHFI Like HWFI, but without adjustment for cur-

rent intensity
HWFI HWRF forecast track and intensity, early

model
HWRF HWRF forecast track and intensity, late model
ICNC Intensity forecast consensus with no RI

forecasts
ICNE Intensity forecast consensus including deter-

ministic RI forecasts
JTWC Joint Typhoon Warning Center
LGEA LGEM using GFS model fields
LGEM Logistic Growth Equation Model
NAVGEM Navy Global Environment Model
NCODA Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation

System
Peirce score 5 (ad2 bc)/[(a1 c)(b1 d)]
RI Rapid intensification
RI25, RI30,
RI35, RI40

25-, 30-, 35-, and 40-kt change in 24 h,
respectively

RI45, RI55 45- and 55-kt change in 36 h, respectively
RI56, RI70 55- and 70-kt change in 48 h, respectively
RICN RI Consensus
RIDE Rapid Intensification Deterministic

Ensemble
RIPA Rapid Intensification Prediction Aid
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
SFMR Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer
SHIPS Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction

Scheme
SMAP Soil Moisture Active/Passive
SMOS Soil Moisture Operational Sensor
TC Tropical cyclone
Threat score 5 a/(a1 b1 c)
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APPENDIX B

Development of COAMPS-TC Ensemble Deterministic
RI Forecast

The COAMPS-TC Ensemble (Komaromi et al. 2021) is
an 11-member ensemble developed by the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) to produce probabilistic forecasts of tropical
cyclone (TC) track, intensity, and structure. Members run with
a storm-following inner grid at 4-km horizontal resolution. A
total of 10 ensemble members are perturbed (one is the con-
trol) through initial and boundary conditions, the initial vortex,
and model physics to account for a variety of sources of uncer-
tainty that affect track and intensity forecasts. The ensemble
intensity forecast spread is correlated with intensity forecast

error, but ensemble intensity forecast spread underestimates
uncertainty.

One method to turn an ensemble into RI guidance is to
calibrate number of members in the ensemble to RI pre-
diction. In a well-calibrated probabilistic system, we would
expect probabilities near 40% (see Sampson et al. 2011)
to be appropriate to trigger a deterministic RI forecast,
but the early model COAMPS-TC (CTCI) is conservative
about predicting RI and so is its ensemble. Experiments us-
ing anywhere from a minimum of one to five ensemble
members to construct the deterministic RI forecast (an aver-
age of the ensemble members exhibiting RI) show that a
minimum of just one yields reasonably high Peirce scores
(Fig. B1).

APPENDIX C

Development of CHIPS Ensemble Deterministic
RI Forecast

CHIPS (Emanuel et al. 2004) has been generating real-
time intensity forecasts since the mid-2000s. An excellent
summary of CHIPS (Emanuel 2023) describes the CHIPS
Ensemble as a seven-member ensemble:

1) Ensemble member 1 (control) uses unperturbed official
JTWC track and GFS model fields.

2) In ensemble member 2, the initial intensity is enhanced by
3 m s21 (during the initialization, the intensity increment
is slowly ramped up over the previous 24 h.)

3) In ensemble member 3, the initial intensity is weakened
by 3 m s21 (during the initialization, the intensity incre-
ment is slowly ramped down over the previous 24 h).

4) In ensemble member 4, the initial intensity is as reported
but the intensity 12 h before is enhanced by 1.5 m s21 so
as to produce a negative intensification anomaly at the ini-
tial time.

5) Ensemble member 5 is the same as ensemble member 4
except that the initial intensification rate is enhanced
rather than diminished.

6) In ensemble member 6, the initial intensity is enhanced as
in ensemble member 2 and the environmental wind shear

is set to zero at all forecast times. This is intended to give
an upper bound on forecast intensity.

7) In ensemble member 7, the initial intensity is diminished
as in ensemble member 3 and wind shear is enhanced by
10 m s21. This is intended to give a plausible lower bound
on forecast intensity.

Unlike the COAMPS-TC Ensemble described in appendix B,
an average of CHIPS Ensemble member forecasts exhibiting
RI is extremely high biased (not shown). Given this bias issue,
the deterministic RI forecast algorithm was developed similar
to what was done with RIPA. So a certain number of CHIPS
Ensemble members exhibiting RI would trigger a determini-
stic RI forecast at that RI rate. For example, four CHIPS
Ensemble members exceeding 30 kt (24 h)21 might trigger a
deterministic RI30 forecast (i.e., a forecast of 30 kt in 24 h).

To select the number of members to trigger the deter-
ministic RI forecast, a sensitivity analysis was performed on
the development set. Figure C1 shows sensitivity of the
RI30 forecast to the number of ensemble members exceed-
ing 30 kt (24 h)21. There is no obvious choice for number
of members. Using five members to trigger the determinis-
tic RI forecast yields less high (positive) bias but low Peirce
scores. With no obvious choice, the authors selected the
algorithm with four ensemble members exceeding the RI
threshold (50%; CHR4 in Fig. C1) as a compromise

FIG. B1. (left) Mean absolute error, (center) bias, and (right) Peirce score for different ensemble member trials. CTCI is the determinis-
tic COAMPS-TC forecast, and CTR1 is an average of one or more ensemble members that achieve RI30. CTR2, CTR3, CTR4, and
CTR5 are averages of ensemble members that achieve RI30 with minimum numbers of 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Development data are
from the entire 2020 season and 2021 Southern Hemisphere. Peirce scores are for the homogeneous set.
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between biases, Peirce scores, and number of deterministic
RI forecast cases available (not shown).
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